APPENDIX IV

CREATING STORIES FROM STORIES
Once there lived king of the forests. He was called Lion and he lived with great pomp and splendor. He had servants to attend him, a queen and musician, advicers etc. The citizens of that kingdom were not so happy in having him as the king. They wanted elections to be held to select a king ie a democratic ruler for themselves. They could not discuss it openly with the king as he would become really furious and have them cooked for lunch.

It so happened that the supplies of food which had come from the neighboring kingdom had stopped. The king became so sad. He felt very hungry. He called on his advisers and asked them for an advice. The advisers included Mr. Hyena, Mr. Jackal, Mr fox, Mr tiger and Mr. Lepeord. They all discussed not only for the welfare of the king but also for the welfare of themselves.

They decided that they should have their own citizens for food. The king at frist disagreed then he was made to agree. He ordered the news reporters to be called and the news of the king to be written. The next day all the people of the forest had come together in a cafe where they usually used to have their tea. As they drank their tea they read papers which the owner Mr. Zebra had provided. As they read the newspapers they read the news of the king and became alert. Each citizen wanted to save himself. So they started thinking of what to do. Some youngsters thought of joining the terrorist party led by Mr. Orang. But the elders didn't like the youngsters joining the terrorists as terrorism is an act of violence. But the youngsters told them that the king himself was taking up violence! They wanted to elect Mr. Deer as the king. Now the king sent out spies throughout the kingdom to know the views of the people. The spies included snakes, lizards etc. The king had a TV section. The spies used to go and keep transmitters which were very minute and which could transmit the happening of that area. The king sat at the palace and watched the TV for news. Then he had asked his advicers and his helpers to arrange a meeting in which he would announce the citizens to come in ten's for his lunch each day.

The meeting was arranged with all lights and all formalities. The king and his advicers had arrived one hour late. The citizens of the country had come there. The place was crowded with people. Then the king came to give speech after his advicers had blabbered for another hour. Then the king came and
talked and talked then at last he announced that he was short of food and therefore he asked the citizens to help him by coming ten by ten each day for his lunch. There was a big uproar in the crowd against it. The king was furious but inside he was afraid of what would happen to him. He had already heard about the terrorist activities. So he hurried into his long car which was bullet proof and sped off. The people became furious. They started a strike Nobody worked. This spoiled the economy of the kingdom. In between the strike the terrorists started throwing tear bombs at the king's palace. Inspite of the guards opening fire at them with their rifles the terrorist through tear bombs.

The king was now in confusion. The citizens started supporting the terrorists which he came to know through the transmitters. The people of the kingdom started holding flags against the king. They wanted the king to give a resignation letter. They wanted Mr. Deer to be their democratic ruler.

The king became very very hungry and so also his courtiers. He did not know what to do. So he called the hyena and asked him to rob food for him. The hyena went in the night and stole into a house. He saw Mr. Hare's family and Mr. Hare sleeping. He went slowly near them and put some chloroform onto Mr. Hare and his family and had them carried away.

At the king palace the king was ready for lunch Mr. Hyena arrived with food. The bundle was carried to the kitchen. Thus as the cook Mr. Panther was washing the hare before cooking. As he was washing the Hare family regained consciousness. They woke and saw that they were going to be cooked. So the hare acted quickly carried his two daughters and with his wife fled away. The guards which included the black cats tried to stop them but they could not. They ran and ran and came into a terrorist camp. The leader Mr. Orang asked what had happened. They explained. He became furious. Then he safely left him at his house. The next morning Mr. Hare explained what had happened last night. The people decided to bring down the king once and for all.

They appealed to the king to hold elections. They said that if the king won they would listen to him. But if the deer won the king had to listen to the deer. The king agreed thinking that he would win for sure by putting votes by cheating.

But Mr. Deer had arranged for special guards to see that the king does not cheat. The Head of the election commission was Mr. Crow. The crow had arranged Mr. Crane, Mr. Pigeon and others to watch the king's ways closely and report if he
cheated. The king knew he was watched. He didn't know what to do, so he did nothing but slept.

At the day when the election results were to be read all sat carefully before the TV watching. The reader Mrs. Duck announced the results. They were overjoyed to hear that Mr. Deer had won. So the king will have to listen to the Deer. So they all went to the Deer. At 1.00 pm they arranged a meeting. Mr. Lion was called. He was asked to get down from his seat and Mr. Deer was given his seat. The Lion was asked to be a leader of the opposite party. The food was provided and it was fully vegetarian. The king's, i.e. Mr. Deer's order was that he should eat only vegetables. Poor Mr. Lion had to eat vegetables which was a big punishment for him. Not only for him but also for his courtiers. The citizen of that kingdom would indeed be lucky in future only if Mr. Deer would never change into Mr. Lion in his thoughts.

SPECIMEN-2
An amazing journey

The life on earth is boring. There are so many problems in earth. Problems are there in each and every field. If we look at politics, the honest leaders are being murdered. For eg. Our former prime minister Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, his mother Mrs. Indira Gandhi, the Great are being murdered terribly. Violence is found all over the world. There is no peace in the earth.

We seek a new world where peace and happiness blossom. We started our journey. Now we are in the space. In each & everyone's heart the flower of happiness bloomed which found no bounds. We got into the planet Mars. On our way we met colourful creatures of God. We have got a box like thing from God in which if we press the appropriate buttons our wishes will be fulfilled.

We chose a particular place for us to stay. Being tired we took rest. On the next day we got up and enjoyed the beauty of nature. Suddenly we were frightened by a tremendous sound. We saw a huge animal, reddish in colour having three heads. It was Chudo-Yudo, the monster of monsters. For a moment our heart beat seemed to stop. We ran for our life forgetting about the magic box we had. No sooner did we were away from the sight of chudo-yudo then Yesoda remained us of that box. In addition we had the laser beam with us. At once we used the laser beam and vapourised the huge animal. Having relaxed slightly we pressed the box in order to fulfil our stomach.
There appeared a dining table in which delicious foods are kept and we ate up to our wish. We pressed another button and the table vanished. We were always in the dangerous spot. We saw 'Octopus' in the bank of a river by chance and the next moment it caught a whale. Having experienced a lot of dangers we decided to quit the place and we found a new locality where we were undisturbed. But that was also not interesting.

We flew into space and explored other galaxies. We covered everything in video and also in camera. In those galaxies we found one or two planets in which humans can live. So this win the time where we achieved the aim in our birth. At that time we happened to meet nine men from another country from earth. We exchanged our photographs, our video records and our ideas. As days passed by we married the men and started a new life. Altogether we made researches in space and having thought of bringing some more people from earth, we returned to our earth.

But what we saw is terrible! There is no human living in the earth. May be the violence resulted in this way! May be the whole world being damaged by bomb blast or by natural disaster! So we again went to the planets where we rooted our flag. That was the beginning of our new life in the planet having only nine pairs as the whole population!

**SPECIMEN-3**

**The Rabbit and the tortoise**

Once there lived a rabbit. It was very proud about its fast running. One day it went to a river nearby there it saw a tortoise. It saw that the tortoise was walking very slowly. The rabbit wanted to prove his fastness to the tortoise and also it wished to make the tortoise ashamed of its slowness.

So it went near the tortoise and asked it to run a race with it. The tortoise thought a minute. It realised that if it refuses to run the race it will make the rabbit very prouder. So it agreed. The time, the distance and place where the race is to be held were fixed between the two.

The tortoise began to think how to win the race. There came his wife. She was very clever. She heard his husband's plight. They two knew that the rabbit won't sleep in the race because that rabbit had already failed in a race with a tortoise because of its laziness. So they worked out a plan.
The time for the race neared. The rabbit and the tortoise came to the decided place. The rabbit looked very proud because it was very sure about its winning. The race started. The rabbit ran very fast towards the target. The tortoise can't run as fast as the rabbit it lagged behind. When the rabbit neared the target it saw the tortoise there. The tortoise welcomed the rabbit and said that it reached there a few minutes before only. The rabbit shocked. How come it came there. There was no short cut to that place. The rabbit haven't slept in the way. But no other go it have to accept its defeat. The rabbit walked with hanging head and decided never to run a race with a tortoise.

Are you wondering how come the tortoise win the race. The plan is simple. At the starting point the husband tortoise was standing. At the end it was the lady tortoise. The one who have brain will always win.

**SPECIMEN - 4**

**The greedy monkey**

Once there were two cats in a forest. Due to hungry they two went to a hut and stole a Dosa from it, And run into the forest. There was a problem in sharing their food. A monkey noted all their actions and wanted to cheat them. He came voluntarily to share their food. The cats also accepted that idea and promised that they would give some food from each share.

The Monkey cut the Dosa into two pieces approximately and weighed. The monkey thought that he wanted to eat the whole Dosa without giving to them. The two pieces were not equal and so he took a bit of Dosa from the big piece and ate it. He repeated this action once again. Suddenly the cats understood the idea of the monkey and both of them planned to make the monkey fool.

When they weighed again it was not balanced. So from the big piece a bit of Dosa was eaten by one cat. Even then it was unbalanced. So the another cat took a bit of Dosa from the big piece and ate it. This process was continued till the Dosa was over. They didn't give any share to the monkey. The monkey was disappointed and ran away.

**Moral:**

1. One who wish to cheat others will be cheated by others.
2. Union is strength.
Snow white and the seven dwarfs

Snow white was a pretty girl. Her mother had died when she was 15. Therefore she felt very sad. Her father wanted to make her happy. So he married again. The lady who married Snow white's father was very beautiful. But not prettier than Snow white. So she had developed jealousy towards Snow white. But Snow white completely illiterate of her step mother’s jealousy moved freely with her. During her summer vacation she wanted to visit her aunts’ house which was a few miles away. So her step mother asked the car-driver to leave her there but she had planned to kill her. She had planted a bomb in the car. Snow white told her step mother that she would drive herself and she agreed. As Snow white rode in her car she was just enjoying nature. Suddenly she came across a plant which her botany teacher at school had asked to collect for her record. So she stepped out to collect it. All of a sudden the car burst she was safe and far. She was really shocked by this incident that she fainted. Just then seven men who were short due to some deficiency came that way. They were astonished to see a pretty girl lying on the ground. They carried her inspite of her weight to their furnished house. There they helped her to regain conscience. Snow white was surprised to find herself on a bed and that seven dwarfs were surrounding her. They asked her what had happened and she told her story. They felt really sorry for her. They agreed to help her.

Meanwhile her mother who had not known anything about Snow white was so happy that she gave a big party. One day as Snow white’s father and step mother were sleeping the step mother just blabbered without her knowledge that she had planned to kill Snow white while asleep. He father who had just then got up to have some water heard this and was shocked. He at once had the lady to wake up and questioned her very angrily. The step mother was now filled with fear. But she told the truth. Her father was so disappointed. Early in the morning he hurried heavy heartedly to his sister’s house where Snow white said she was going. He found her car smashed to bits on the way. He was so sorry that he was late. As he sat crying the seven dwarfs who were going that way heard it and went and asked the matter. When the matter was told they took him to snow white and Snow white and her father hugged each other. Her father took her home. The step mother on seeing Snow white was shocked. After that her step mother never even attempted to harm Snow white.
Newyork, Capital of America glows with manmade beauties. There in a famous casino four men of different countries met. They all were in a gay mood and doped too.

They chated happily and their conversation moved on to the origin of mankind, as in religious book.

British man said that Adam and Eve must be English. To prove this he added that only an English gentleman could share his apple to a dame.

American refused and said that he must be an American, since only an American could wander like beggers leaving a wonderful and fertile land behind.

French man said only a french man could date a beautiful woman with a simple thing like apple.

On hearing all this, Indian said that they must be Indians, 'cause they are undressed and still we are undressed.